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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT TO 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

9th October 2020 
Updates below on the work being undertaken by the DAPTC team:  

1. DORSET LOCAL GOVERNMENT UPDATE 

Dorset Council 

General liaison with Dorset Council 

Towards the end of September I wrote to Dorset Council (DC) finance team to progress a few requests that 

were pertinent to those councils being impacted by lost income and a subsequent ‘hit’ to their reserves. This 

mainly focused on some steps that DC could take to allow councils to hold a potential longer discussion period 

on their finances. Additionally, to help support and explain the nuances of the tax base and collection fund; 

which this year may be more significant. 

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council (BCP Council) 

We have a meeting scheduled to look at the parishing of Throop & Holdenhurst Villages Parish Council. 

I also have in the diary a meeting of officers from the 4 members in the BCP area to discuss common issues 

and how we can tailor some support for that group going forward. 

2. DAPTC AGM – 14TH NOV 2020 

Motions - We have engaged with Bridport and Beaminster TCs and they have agreed to merge their motions 

so that we now have a list of 5. The Corfe Castle PC motion replicates that of Langton Matravers PC (LMPC) in 

2019 and they have been copied in to my response to LMPC. I will follow this up and understand if they wish 

to proceed and still put forward the motion. 

I have also held a call with the Chair of Loders PC to talk through their request and the response level we have 

had to our Temperature Check 4 which sought councils feedback on whether they have debated and resolved 

to declare a climate emergency. So far 27 responses (17% of membership) have looked at the topic and 15 

(55% of respondents) have declared and 12 haven’t. This is far from conclusive and could be down to the 8 

week survey period stretching over Summer, that the subject is not sufficiently high up or even on the agenda 

for some councils or a combination of both. There is also clearly a number of councils/clerks who do not 

respond. 

Rehearsal – we are looking for volunteers (tech savvy and not!) to attend a dry run of the AGM to test polling 

and the processes we will follow. Any volunteers please let us know. 

Following an initial meeting to look at AGM options we will prepare a script/running order for the event and 

put some new procedures in place to aid and manage the debates and final outcomes. 

We will be hosting documents for the AGM on the website here: Events & Engagement 

3. TRAINING 

Aubergine – Website Accessibility 

We ran one of two sessions we have booked this week to great feedback. What is a technically difficult topic 

and one that has slipped off the radar for a few councils; we got a great update from Mark Tomkins. 

https://www.dorset-aptc.gov.uk/Events__and__Engagement_33373.aspx
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Breakthrough Communications – Free Introduction and Launch Webinar 

9th October we run a free webinar and we could do with getting a few Executive members on this to show the 

nature of different training content we are looking at for members. This is an introduction to a suite of courses 

we have plugged in that will guide councillors and clerks through effective ‘communications and engagement’. 

It’s a session I would encourage Executive Committee members to attend. 

Other Training: 

We get underway with the new format budgets and precepts, planning and social media courses in October. 

This is important for two reasons, first of all income and secondly feedback from attendees to reassure us that 

we are heading in the right direction. 

Booking Process: 

We are exploring some changes to the website to make this process easier for us to manage and for clerks to 

submit delegates. The change if signed off will go live w/c 5/10/20 

4. ADVICE 

Advice levels have started to pick up and return to familiar topics. We are making good use of the financial 
advice service we have signed up to in July which has improved the previous turnaround time on queries by 
NALC. 

Sadly, there is an increasing number of issues in member councils with some cases resulting in turnover of 
clerks and resignations from councillors. We still wait with baited breath for news on the Code of Conduct 
consultation; which we understand had a significant number of first tier responses. Our workload in terms of 
support to councils on difficult HR or poor conduct have picked up markedly in the last 6 weeks. 

5. DORSET NHS CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP (CCG) 

The next quarterly review took place at 9am on 29th September 2020. We have some focus groups that need 
to be established for the next 6-12 months. The new weekly e-news was welcome by the CCG and we now 
have a process in place to ensure sector relevant content gets out to parishses and towns promptly. 

6. CORONAVIRUS / WORK FROM HOME UPDATE 

Our temporarty return to the office part-time has ceased and we are back to working from home and will 

review this monthly. 

If working from home arrangements continue for a sustained period we may need to consider help or support 
with display screen equipment measures for the wellbeing of the team. 
 

 

 

 

7. STAFFING MATTERS & OPERATIONS 

As working from home continues and our training offer starts to take shape; we are continuing to explore any 
opportunities to streamline and improve processes behind the scenes. The major focus of our attention is the 
admin supporting training and website updates. 

8. MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS & BAD DEBTS 
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We have payments in for approximately 89% of members and do not envisage any difficulty in securing the 

remaining payments. 

 

The number of outstanding payments has reduced since the last report and are now current year. 

9. DAPTC Area Meetings  

The offer has been made to all area committees that DAPTC will help facilitate meetings via their zoom 

account. At the same time I have offered to do a Q&A or update on behalf of the team. This offer remains for 

those wishing to schedule meetings. 

Eatern Area meeting will elect a new Chair at the next meeting. 

10. Future Meetings DAPTC Executive 

The survey conducted amongst the Executive gave feeback on the preferences for meetings in terms of 

frequency, timings and the means of getting together. This is short suggested the following with the first note 

ebing the preference: 

Frequency 

✓ 6 weekly 
✓ Monthly 

How we meet? 

✓ Revert to physical when permitted 
✓ Mixture of virtual/physical 

Timings: 

✓ Afternoon 
✓ Evening 

Day of the week: 

✓ Friday 
✓ Saturday 

If there are any further thoughts let me know. I will plan out future meetings dates/times on this basis, whilst 

we can of course schedule any ad hoc meetings should there be an urgent matter to consider. 

 

Neil Wedge 

Chief Executive 

DAPTC – 2nd October 2020 


